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Research Context

Students are introduced to a classroom data display that shows environmental conditions in the classroom using lights and sound. Students create an initial model of how the data display works and develop a set of questions to guide the rest of the storyline.

Students explore the different parts of the data display and examine how it collects data through programming challenges. Students update their models based on their new understanding.

Subsequent implementations of CT-integrated Storylines show:
- Sensor usage driven more by students
- Students still struggle with the specifics of how to use the sensors in their investigations

Today in class I felt like a scientist
My teacher should have us use sensors more often to conduct investigations

Final Student Models of the Two Classroom Data Displays: These models illustrate the components, data flow, display characteristics, and control via programming for both classroom data displays.

Motivation

Teachers implement CT-integrated storyline
Sensor usage motivated by teachers not students

After two design cycles[3-5], it became clear that using the sensors to help answer scientific questions was not student driven.
Through reflection with the teachers, we all decided to design a sensor immersion storyline to introduce the students to the sensors before implementing additional CT-integrated storylines.
Students wanted to use the sensors in other storylines, but could not articulate how or why they would use them.

Sensor Immersion Storyline

Students figure out how the data display shows information using lights and sound through the creation of their own mini data displays. Students update their models based on this new information.

Students share their programs to demonstrate similarities and differences in their solutions. Students finalize their models and brainstorm other questions the sensors could help them answer.

Implementation

Fall 2019 School Year
- 7 science and 3 STEM teachers implemented the 5-8 day storyline
- All days of the storyline were videotaped with a researcher being present in a majority of the classes
- Student surveys were collected from 6 of the 10 teachers covering 394 students grades 6th, 7th, and 8th
- Final Student Models were collected from 5 of the 10 teachers

Future Work

Revisions to the Sensor Immersion Storyline
- Teachers construct their own data display to anchor the storyline
- Increased focus on how the pieces of the system fit together and function
- Develop an incremental knowledge building experience for students who participate over multiple years
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